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timeout travel
Chilling out:
A pair of Japanese
macaques appear
blissfully relaxed
(left) in the waters
of an open-air hot
spring at the
Jigokudani Monkey
Park in Yudanaka,
Nagano Prefecture,
while another
member of the
troupe (top center)
makes its way
through snow to
join them.

Soaking up the simians
Hell’s Valley in Yudanaka is a heavenly hot spot for bathing macaques
Skye Hohmann
SPECIAL TO THE JAPAN TIMES
---------------------------------------------------------

utside the car windows the
landscape was a textured
patchwork: winter orchards,
rice paddies and tile-roofed
farmhouses all stitched together by the
threads of narrow roads.
I kept one eye on the way ahead, but the
other was caught by the repeating
monochrome pattern of bare apple
branches against the off-white of last
week’s snow. The hills in the near
distance were white and gray with snow
and leafless trees. A ragged horizon
serrated the clear winter sky.
By train or on the expressway,
Yudanaka is only an hour north of Nagano
city, capital of its eponymous prefecture,
but on the back roads it’s a slower trip,
and it was nearly evening when the three
of us — my mother, sister and I — arrived
in the quiet town.
The narrow streets were empty and
darkening with early dusk, the
streetlights were coming on, and our
ryokan (traditional Japanese inn) looked
like the most welcoming place in the
world, with its sho
¯ji (sliding,
paper-paneled doors) softening the warm
yellow light escaping through the
windows.
It wasn’t much of a ryokan: the tiny
room was threadbare, and a poorly
behaved Akita dog jealously guarded the
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Oh yeah!: An old male macaque bathing at
Jigokudani appears to roar with pleasure.
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Hanging in there: A young macaque at
Jigokudani takes its hot-spring ease.
narrow entrance, harassing us at each
arrival and departure. So, when we set
out to explore the locale, we tied our shoes
hastily in the chilly blue darkness.
Yudanaka is an onsen (hot-spring)
town, and the air was slightly sulfury. It’s
an old area. Seven hundred years ago,
monks bathed here; 500 years ago a
warlord named Takeda Shingen used the
hot springs just upriver at Shibu Onsen to
heal his men’s battle wounds. Even now,
bathing in all nine of the town’s historic
springs — housed in quaint wooden
buildings along the narrow old road and in
blocky, bubble-era concrete ones along
the river — is reputed to cure all kinds of
ailments.
In truth, it’s not much of a place to write
home about, being quiet and mostly
concrete. Other than visiting the onsen
baths, there’s little to do after dark. In the
end we downed a quick dinner of ramen at
the only open restaurant we could find,
and ventured forth once more, warmed
from the inside, into the snowy night.
Though seven of the nine public baths
in Shibu Onsen are, charmingly, free to
use, we stopped at a closer one near
Yudanaka railway station as we were
intent on starting early the next day.
Too cold for yukata (cotton kimono),
stopping at the baths meant bundling out
of winter coats and several layers before
we could steam contentedly in the waters.
The big bathhouse was easily the busiest
place in town, but we didn’t stay long: we
had come for a very different bathing
culture foremost in our thoughts for the
following day.
For good reason, there’s no road to the
area’s main attraction, and the next
morning we drove up to a parking lot that
looked like the last stop before the

wilderness. In the falling snow the three
of us slipped and scrambled breathlessly
up a narrow path through a dark forest of
towering firs. A stylish woman in stilettos
strode past and vanished around a corner
as we watched, quite baffled.
The Earth’s veins run close to the
surface in much of Nagano Prefecture.
Walking past an old wooden onsen inn
with its outdoor baths, and the geyser’s
calcified metal spigot made the delicate
geothermic balance perfectly clear. The
air was eggy with the smell of sulfur. It’s
no surprise that they call this place —
narrow and in nearly perpetual shade
during the winter months — Jigokudani:
Hell’s Valley. It is famous, however, for
something else entirely.
We had come because of a book. For
years, a glossy tome on Japan’s wildlife
had occupied an honored spot in my
mother’s bookcase, and, among stunning
photographs of courting cranes and
soaring sea eagles, all three of us had
been fascinated most of all by the images
of ‘‘snow monkeys.’’
Populations of red-faced, short-tailed
Japanese macaques live throughout
Japan, from Kyushu to northern Honshu
(though not in Hokkaido), but the
monkeys at Jigokudani Monkey Park are
the nation’s best-known troupe. They’ve
been on magazine covers and in countless
books like the one that had drawn us here;
they are, indeed, likely the most famous
macaques in the world. Why? Because
they bathe.
Minutes after paying our entrance
fees, we were standing face to face with
the most contented-looking monkey I’d
ever seen. A large male, who, by his
closed eyes and the relaxed expression on
his face, seemed to feel secure not only
with his status in the troupe, but also by
being immersed in steaming-hot
rotenburo (open-air hot-spring) water.
With his arms resting on the stone wall,
he was an uncanny, pink-faced imitation
of any human bather. I was fascinated,
unnerved and unsettled. The gap between
us and our simian relatives was clearly

much narrower than I had ever really
appreciated.
This gap, and indeed, the behavior of
Japanese macaques in general, is well
studied. Ever since the 1950s, scientists
have been nearly continually observing —
and, to make this task easier, feeding —
several troupes of macaques. Over the
same period — probably because they’ve

There is no other
place where you can
watch ‘hot-spring
monkeys’ bathe in a
seemingly effortless
imitation of their
smooth-skinned
cousins.
got lots of free time now they don’t have to
gather their own food — these groups of
macaques have developed something
that can only be called ‘‘culture.’’
A group of them in Kyushu, famously,

began washing their potatoes, and other
troupes throughout the country use their
free time to make something akin to
music, by banging stones together.
Though both are fascinating, it was the
more picturesque culture of the
Jigokudani macaques that caught the
world’s attention.
Hot-spring waters come out of the
ground at temperatures ranging from
boiling to downright cool. At their source,
the Jigokudani onsen waters are
scaldingly hot — far too hot for either
humans or monkeys to bathe in.
But not long after the water
temperature at the nearby ryokan was
adjusted for comfortable bathing in the
early 1960s, a young macaque waded into
a newly built rotenburo to retrieve some
food. She stayed to enjoy the warmth, and
the behavior soon became popular each
winter throughout the troop.
Now they have their own baths and
they draw thousands of visitors from
Japan and abroad, there being few places
in the world that you can observe wildlife
taking its ease at such close range. And
there is no other place where you can
watch ‘‘hot-spring monkeys’’ bathe in a
seemingly effortless imitation of their
smooth-skinned cousins. It is very hard to
look away: The mirror of evolution is
captivating and well worth the visit.
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Getting there: Yudanaka Station is an hour
from Nagano by express (¥1,230) on the
Nagano Dentetsu Line. Though the monkey
park and a quick bath (or foot bath, by the
station) can be squeezed into a day trip, it’s
worth staying in the charming upriver town of
Shibu Onsen.
For those looking to really immerse themselves
in the wildlife experience, travelers are
occasionally joined by macaques in the
outdoor baths by the Korakukan Jigokudani
ryokan ([0269] 33-4376), which also serves
traditional Nagano cuisine.
------------------------------------------------------

Warm welcomes: Shibu Onsen (left) upriver from Yudanaka is a good base for visiting the bathing macaques of Jigokudani (right).

nature
Ruling the waves:
HMS Victory, seen
here in an 1884
photograph taken
in the naval base
of Portsmouth on
the south coast of
England, was the
flagship of Admiral
Horatio Nelson at
the epochal Battle
of Trafalgar in
1805. A gun
platform of
stunning power,
the ship was built
between 1759-65
using 2,000 mighty
oaks and 700 other
trees. Meanwhile,
an oak plank from
an ailing tree in our
Kurohime woods
in Nagano
Prefecture lies on
my kitchen table
(center), evoking
all manner of
thoughts in this
writer’s mind.

Nature’s oaken towers of power
Old Nic’s
Notebook
C.W. NICOL
ave you ever looked closely at
the peak of a Western general’s
uniform cap — or that of an
admiral or chief of police — or at
their epaulettes?
If so, you’ll have seen that they are
commonly decorated with embroidered
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Lasting bond: Yours truly standing, this
year, before an English oak I helped
ceremonially plant at the MSDF College in
Etajima, Hiroshima Prefecture, in 2002.

gold thread depicting oak leaves and
acorns.
The type of oak they display (Quercus
robur; English oak) is common in Britain
and most parts of Europe. This species of
tree is close to the Japanese nara
(Quercus serrata) or mizu nara (Quercus
mongolica).
Oak leaves and acorns were probably
first used as a symbol of martial power by
the ancient Romans, to whom the felling
of oak trees was symbolic of conquering
the forest-loving Celts who once held
sway over much of central and western
Europe, Iberia, northern Britain, Wales
and Ireland.
To the Celts past and present, the oak
was and is a sacred tree, and in times past
anybody cutting one without special
permission and elaborate ceremony
would in turn have their head cut off at the
stump of the felled tree.
The Celts of yore did not have churches
or temples, they worshipped in sacred
oak groves. The word for oak in Celtic is
dur or dru. This gave the name to the
Celtic shamans, the druids — meaning,
‘‘men of the oak’’ — and also found its way
into modern English in words such as
durable, duress, duration, endure and so
on.
In essence, the English oak, with its
400- to 500-year lifespan, was a symbol of
long-lasting toughness and strength.
Later, in Britain, permission to cut
oaks could only be granted by the king, a
concession that showed he had given to
his general, admiral or lord, the right to
build a castle. Stone castles need stout
oaken beams at the heart of their
construction, and few timbers other than
teak and ironwood can rival oak’s
strength .
Once, when my Dad, a Royal Navy
man through and through, returned home
from a long voyage aboard the
battle-cruiser HMS Birmingham, my
mother and I went to meet his ship when it
returned to its home port of Portsmouth in
the South of England. What a grand day

The word for oak
in Celtic is dur or
dru. This gave the
name to the Celtic
shamans, the
druids — meaning
‘men of the oak’
that was, with bands playing, other ships
sounding their horns and many hundreds
of people cheering.
That night my parents seemed to be
somewhat busy, but the next day my Dad,
resplendent in his uniform, gave me a
special treat and took me aboard the
great battleship HMS Victory, built
between 1759-65, that remains a
commissioned warship preserved in all
its glory in dry dock at Portsmouth Royal
Naval Dockyard.
With a displacement of 3,500 tons, HMS
Victory was Admiral Horatio Nelson’s
flagship at the Battle of Trafalgar on Oct.
21, 1805. In that epic encounter, the British
fleet soundly defeated Napoleon’s fleet of
French and Spanish ships off the coast of
Spain at a time when HMS Victory was

already 40 years old and a veteran of
many battles and long years at sea.
Victory in that battle was the major
reason why Napoleon could not invade the
island nation of Great Britain, as, without
his fleet of warships, the Royal Navy
would have sunk any invasion force he
tried to ferry across the English Channel.
Though HMS Victory no longer sails,
the magnificent vessel remains
preserved in perfect condition with its 112
guns on three decks. In action, its crew
would have numbered about 900 men,
boys and officers.
Can you imagine how proud I was as a
boy to be going around that great historic
ship with my tall, handsome, suntanned
Dad in his uniform? We had just paid
homage at the place where Nelson
breathed his last — for he was killed
aboard HMS Victory during the Battle of
Trafalgar — when my Dad said
something that stuck in my mind.
‘‘Do you know why Britain was able to
build such a fine ship as this?’’ he asked.
I answered that it was because we had
good shipbuilders and sailors.
Dad nodded. ‘‘Yes, that’s true, but this
one ship alone took 2,000 big oak trees and
about 700 trees of other kinds — pines,
elms and so on — to build. That’s 2,700 big
fine trees — in other words a whole wood,
just for one ship.’’
In the days of sail, only the nations that
had great forests had navies, and the best
ships of all were built of oak.
Another vital factor that enabled the
sailing ships of the European nations to go
on long sea journeys was the barrel, a
container made of oak and bound with
iron. Barrels held water, wine, spirits
such as rum or brandy, salt meat, salt fish
and gunpowder. They were sturdy, long
lasting, did not leak, and could be
efficiently stored. Enormously heavy
barrels could be moved along by one or
two men and hoisted up by ropes, with
manpower greatly enhanced by dint of
pulleys, blocks and tackle.
Ever since I began researching the
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four navy novels I have written spanning
the period of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance
(1902-21), I have been on excellent terms
with Japan’s Maritime Self-Defence
Force. Consequently, for each of the last
10 years I have been asked to give a
lecture on naval history to the officers and
officer cadets of the MSDF College in
Etajima, Hiroshima Prefecture —
formerly the most famous college of the
Imperial Japanese Navy.
In 2002, to celebrate the 100th
anniversary of the Anglo-Japanese
Alliance, I, together with Sir Stephen
Gommersal, then the British
Ambassador to Japan, planted an English
oak in front of the great memorial hall at
Etajima. It was another proud day for
me, with the band playing ‘‘Kimigayo’’

and ‘‘God Save the Queen’’ (the Japanese
and British national anthems,
respectively).
In addition, to celebrate the
anniversary, more than 200 other oak
trees were planted that year in places all
over Japan which had links to Britain.
Since then, every year when I visit
Etajima, I go to look and see how the oak
tree we planted is doing. I was there on
Nov. 10., and my manager took the
accompanying photograph. The tree is
doing well, and I was able to tell the
cadets and officers of the history and
meaning of the oak tree while holding up a
couple of its leaves.
If you really think of it, all of human
culture and history is one way or another
linked to trees, woods and forests.

